Key Vocabulary
Monarch
Heir
Reign
Rules
Church of
England
Catholic Church
Reformation
Pope
Divorce
Execution
Treason
Beheading.
Gallows
Throne
Stocks

Intent: Chronoloical and Conceptual
The Tudors: The Greatest Impactors?
From 1485-1603
What I will come to learn and be able to explain:

?
 There were six Tudor monarchs who ruled England
from 1485 to 1603. Henry VIII & his daughter Elizabeth
What I already know:
I were the greatest impactors of change on England’s
social and economical landscape.
 How previous civilisations have farmed their
 In 1485 the Battle of Bosworth was significant in
lands and built their settlements
uniting two powerful houses: The York and the
 How religion was important to different
Lancaster (Tudor).
civilisations and the fact that there are
 The Tudor Rose is the symbol of the joining of the
differences and similarities with the religions.
houses and a signal of England entering a peaceful
 That key leaders of groups of people have
time.
significant impact on how civilisations develop.
 This started the reign of the Tudor family as Kings and
Queens of England for over the next 100 years.
 Religion was very important in Tudor times and
Questions to consider:
everyone had to go to church. The religion of the
country depended upon the faith of the monarch of
1485 and 1603
How do we learn about the past?
the time.
 During Henry VIII’s reign, he created the Church of
How reliable are primary and
England so that he could divorce his first wife He went
secondary sources?
on to have six wives, beheading two of them.
 Henry VIII went on to have six wives who were either
divorced or beheaded.

Eventually, his daughter Elizabeth I became Queen and
during her reign, Tudor Exploration of the world
changed the power and relationship between England
and the wider world.
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